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ABSTRACT 
Recently a new real-valued oversampled filter ba.nk 
has be:cm proposed which reduces the “inband” alias. 
The filterba.nk consists of at least three rhannels whirh 
are subsa.mpled by different subsampling ratios. Tn 
this paper we investigate into the applicability of t.his 
filterbank for adaptive subband filtering a.nd compa.rc 

the setup with existing subband and fullba.nd tech- 
niques. 

input signal and the subband desired signal cannot, 
be compared dirertly a.s information is lost. Efforts 
to redure this “inba.nd” a.liasing 1la.s been made [fj] 
where the analysis a.nd synthesis filt,ers were ran- 
st.ructc!d from Illi filtrrs with a very narrow trari- 
sition band and a high stopband att.cnuation. ‘l‘hcse 
ILK filter banks however show a poor performance 

in terms of signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstrurted 
signal. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the ma.in problems in a.coustic echo cancela- 
tion is the long duration of the impulse response of 
the echo path which can require adaptive filters with 
up to several thousand ta.ps to give a good erho redur- 
tion. Adaptive filters of such high or&-s are difficult 
to implement, due to their computational complexity 
and furthermore they exhibit slow convergence and a 
high minimum mean squared error which is empha- 
sized by the colored and time varying nature of the 
input signal in this type of a.pplitation. 

Another approach to solve these problems is to use 
ovrrsamplecl filterba.nks with the adaptive filters [2: 
51. In this filterbank structure “inband” aliasing is 
not present if the analysis filters are romplrx n~od- 
ulated versions of a. lowpass prototype. One tlraw- 
back of these struct,ures is that the subband signals 
are then complex valued and therefore the computa- 
tional romplvxity of the subband adaptive filters is 
inrreased. 

111 this paper we investigate in the applicability of a 
real-valuctd oversa.mpled filterbank whirh yield sub- 
band signals without aLasing [A]. 

On0 approach to solve tlieso problems is to use sub- 
band arrhitecturas in conjunction with a.da.ptive fil- 
t.crs. It is anticipated that the adaptive filters in the 
subbands require less taps due to the subsampling 
process a.nd that the input signa.ls appear 9vhitcr” 
as only a. narrow frequency band is used. However. 
a closer analysis of the problem [3] shows that, with 
critically subsampled filterbanks adaptive rrossfiltors 
bet,ween adjacent subbands are necessary which irl- 
rrcasc the c:omputationa.l complexity of the a.claptive 
algorithms a.nd reduce the convergence speed as the 
input signals to the multichannel algorithms, whic*h 

are used in the subbands, arc corrclatctl. Thesis CWJS~- 

f&rs arc: ncccssary because the subsampling proross 

causes “inband” aliasing a.nd therefore the subband 

2. FILTERBANK DESCRIPTION 

The main problem of subband adaptive filtering is 
the “inband” a.lias which occurs if a. real-valued anal- 
ysis filter Iii(z). whose rhannel is subsampled by Si. 
conta.ins the normalized frcqucncy points 4$? I = 

1,. . , Si - 1 [4]. Therefore, to avoid “inband” alia.s, 
all the analysis filters need to have spectra.1 nulls at 
these frequencies, if the same subsampling ratio S; is 
to be used for all channels. This howctvttr is a (:ontra- 
tlicting rcviuircnicnt to the dcnlantl to 1ia.vc-l a perfect, 
or near-pcrfcct rttc,onstruct,ion filtrrbank a.nd so con)- 

IIIOI~ spM,r;ll 111111s in all rhannc!ls are ruled out, [7]. 

Therefore, in [4]. a filterbank design is proposed which 
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed 3 Channel 

Structure 
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Figure 2: Analysis Rank of Proposed Structure: (a) 
Ho(rj, (bj FI1(z): (c) H2(zj 

circumvents the inband aliasing by choosing different 
subsampling ratios Si for different channels 1:. The 
simplest, filterbank presented consists of 3 channels 
where two channels are subsampled by 2 and one 
cha.nnel by 3! which gives an oversampling ratio of 
133%. 

Fig. 1 shows such a filterbank in an adaptive sub- 
bs.nd filter setup, i.e. two analysis ba.nks whirh ana- 
lyze the input signal s(k) and the desired signal d(k) 
and one synthesis bank which reconstructs the error 
signal c(k) from its subband signals. In this case 
cha.nnel 0 and 2 are subsa.mpled by 2 and channel 1 
is subsampled by 3. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding 
set of analysis filters. Note tha.t due to the choice of 
t,he passhands the subband signals of :r(IE) and d(k) 
do not contain any aliasing components a.nd there 
fore no crossterm adaptive filters between adjacent 
sul~lx31~tls are necessary. 

-At the moment typical designs [4] of such filterbanks 
~ioltl a rcconstrurtion error and “inband alias levels 

Table 1: Corllputat,iona.l Conrplcxit,! of Proposed 
Structure 

of around -100 dB. The set of analysis filters as shown 
in Fig. 2 result; in a reconstruction error of -125 (III? a 
delay of 151 sa.mplcs and inband alias levels between 
-102 dR a.nd -115 dR. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

Tab. 1 shows the computational romplesity and over- 
sampling ratio (OSR) of the proposccl structure for 
various o\ersa.mpled filterba.nks and for different at1a.p 
tive algorithms with computational complexities of 
O(S) (e.g. LXIS/NLhIS) ant1 O(:Y”) (e.g. RLSj. ‘I%~ 
computational corrip1exit.y is given a.s a ratio of t.hft 

complexity between a fullbantl implementation a.nd 
a subband implementation as functions of cquivalont 
fullband lengths I,,. It is assumed that the calcula- 
tions necessary in the filterbanks arc rnnrl~ less t.han 
the calcula.tions necessa.ry for t.he a.daptive filters and 
can therefore be omitted in the evaluation. 

The filterbanks. which arc compared. are a 2-3-2 fil- 
terbank [4]. where two channels arc suhsanlpletl t)y 2 
and one by 3? which is S~OWII in Fig. 2. a. 2-i-2 fihcr- 

bank, where two channels are subsampled by 2 a.nd 
one by 7 and a filterba.nk consisting of nine rha.nnels 

with different subsampling ratios [4]. 

4. SIMULATIONS 

Floabing point computer simulations were ra.rrietl out 
using the proposed structure with least squares (IS) 
a.lgorithms in a system identifiration setup where the 
unknown system was an HR. model of an acoustic 
transfer function wit,h a.n impulse response of a du- 
ration of about 200 taps. The other a.lgoritlims used 
were a fullband algorithm and a 2 band structure as 
proposed in [3] which needs adaptive crossfilters. The 
filterbank used for t.he 2 band structure ~~1s a QhlF 
bank using t,he 32C filter from [l]. 

4.1. Same Computational Complexity 

III this set. of simulations, the thrrc algorithms were 
compa,rrtl while ma.intaining the sanic c:oniputatiorlill 
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Figure 3: Residual Error for Same Computational Figure 4: Residual Error for Same Equivalent, t‘ull- 

Complexity: (a) Desired Signal d(k)! (b) Fullband band Length: (a) Desired Signal d(k)! (b) Fullband 

QR algorithm, (c) 2 Band Structure with Crossterms QK Algorithm, (c) 2 Ba.nd Structure with Crossterns 
[3]. (cl) Proposed Structure [3]! ((1) Proposed Structure 

complexity for each structure using LS adaptive al- 
gorithms. The fullband adaptive filter had a length 
of 140 taps, the 2 band structure had 100 taps in the 
main adaptive filters and 40 taps in the cross adap- 
tive filters and the proposed structure 1la.d ada.ptive 
filters with 130 taps in the channels subsampled by 
2 and 87 taps in the channel subsarrrpled by 3. 

It ca.n be seen that the proposed structure (d) out- 
performs the fullba.nd (b) and the 2 band structure 
(r). This however was expected as the equiva.lent full- 
ba.nd length 1, is 140 ta.ps for the fullband strurture. 
200 taps for the 2 band structure and 260 taps for 
the proposed structure and therefore a much better 
model could be found. Note the additional spectral 
peak and the degraded performance in the error sig- 
nal of the 2 band adaptive filter (c), which is caused 
by the aliasing produced by the filterbank. 
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Figure 5: Simulation Results with System Change 
after 3333 samples: (a) Proposed Structure, (b) 
Fullband QR. Algorithm, (c) 2 Band Structure with 
Crossterms 

4.2. Same Equivalent F’ullband Length minimum mean squared error in the simulation. 

In Fig. 4 the same simulation was performed, however 
the equivalent fullba.nd length was kept the same for 
all structures. The fullband adaptive filter had 200 
t.aps, the 2 band structure 100 taps in its main adap- 
tive filters and 40 taps in its cross adaptive filters 
and the proposed structure had adaptive filters with 
100 taps in channel 0 and channel 2 and 66 taps in 
rha.nnel 1. 

4.3. Time-Varying System 

It car\ he SWIM that t.hr fullband strurture and the pro- 
posed structure give the same performance wl1erea.s 
the 2 band structure performs worse which is due 
to t.he alia.sing enrountered in the subbands. Here 
the near-perfect reconstruction property of the filter- 
ha.nk is quite important as it would show a higher 

Fig. 5 shows echo-return-loss-enhanremcnt (ERLE) 
plots against, time. ERLE is defined as the ratio of 
the power of the echo signal over t,ln: power of the 
residual signal and is a measure of the echo suppres- 
sion of the algorithm. The ERLE is estimated over a 
time window of 100 samples. After 3333 samples the 
unknown syst,em is rhanged a.bruptly to a different 
IIR model which yields an impulse response of a.bout, 
150 taps. The parameters for the a.daptive strur- 
tures were set such that the same equivalent fullband 
length I, of 100 taps wa.s achieved and that the same 
memory lengths for the IS estimation were obtained. 
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Echo Level 232 Fullband 
SNR ERLE SNR ERLE 

14.12 dB 13.3 dB 24.7 dB 3.9 dB 23.0 dB 
0.1 dB 15.9 dB 16.1 dB 9.9 dB 10.0 dB 
-5.8 dB 16.1 dB 10.0 dB 9.9 dB 4.0 dB 

-9.4 dB 16.1 dB 6.7 dB 9.9 dB 0.5 dB 
-11.9 dB 16.1 dB 4.2 dB 9.9 dB -1.9 dB 1 

Table 2: Noisy System Identification results 

It can be seen that the fullband (b) and the proposed 
structure (a) behave the same in terms of achievable 
ERLE and convergence speed. The only difference is 
the delay caused by the filterbank. The 2 band struc- 
ture again suffers under the influence of the ‘Qnband” 
alias& and therefore gives a worse ERLE level when 
adapted. The convergence speed is unaffected from 
this effect. 

4.4. Simulations with Observation Noise 

The next set of simulations was done to investigate 
the robustness towards noise and the achievable ERLE 
and SNR when compared to a fullband architecture. 
Tab. 2 shows the results of this set of simulations for 
different levels of echo where echo is defined as the 
ratio of power in the output from the unknown sys- 
tem to observation noise power. For the calculation 
of the SNR and the ERLE it was assumed that the 
observation noise is the signal of interest as it would 
be in an acoustic echo cancelation setup. 

It can be seen that generally the proposed structure 
outperforms a fullband implementation in terms of 
SNR and ERLE. The achieved improvement in ERLE 
is about 7 dB and in SNR is about 6 dB. The improve- 
ments are due to the reduced order of the adaptive 
filters and to the small reconstruction error of the 

used three channel filterbank. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have investigated the applicability of 
the recently proposed filterbank [4] for subband adap- 
tive filtering. The main feature of this filterbank is 
that the different channels operate on different sub- 
sa.mpling ratios and thereby a filterbank design can 
be achieved which reduces the “inband” aliasing sig- 
nificantly. 

It has been shown that the proposed structure yields 
a lower computational complexity then a fullband im- 
plementation or traditional critically subsampled fil- 
terbanks which is due to the fact that lower order 
adaptive filters can be used at a lower sampling fre 

quency. 

In a noise-free environment, the proposed struct.ure 
matches the minimum mean squared error of a full- 
band implementation. In a noisy environment how- 
ever, it outperforms a fullband implementation which 
is due to the lower filter order of the adaptive filters. 
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